Grebe dysplasia and the spectrum of CDMP1 mutations.
We report on a 4-year-old boy with the typical phenotype of Grebe dysplasia born to consanguineous parents. The father seems to be unaffected; the mother presents with brachydactyly type C (BdC). PCR amplification and sequencing of the cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein 1 (CDMP1) gene of the parents led to the identification of a heterozygous insertion of a single G at nucleotide 206. The mutation that causes frameshift and premature termination is predicted to result in functional haploinsufficiency. The child is homozygous for the insertion (insG206). The phenotypic spectrum of this loss-of-function mutation ranges from normal or BdC in heterozygotes to Grebe-type chondrodysplasia in the homozygously affected and seems to be due to CDMP1 gradient effects during pattern formation. A dominant negative action on other bone morphogenetic proteins is unlikely to cause the severe disruption of skeletogenesis seen in this case of Grebe dysplasia.